
Hidden Zipper Pillow 

 

 

Join Tracy to learn how to make a pillow cover with a hidden zipper closure. Bring in an 

18” orphan block or fabric that you’d like to turn into a pillow.  Anything goes for 

the pillow top as our focus will be on making that hidden zipper in the back. Great 

class for experienced beginners and seasoned sewists alike! 2 Hours. 
 

Classes at The Dancing Bobbin are limited to 6 participants on a first come, first served 

basis.  You may register in person at the shop or online. Unless specified, the cost for 

project supplies and/or kits is not included in the class fee.  You will receive a supply 

list at the time of registration. Always bring your personal sewing machine, basic sewing 

supplies such as scissors, seam ripper, thread, extra machine needles, etc. and plan to 

arrive 15 minutes prior to class time so you have ample time to set up before class 

begins. Remember that class fees are non-refundable and non-exchangeable. 

 

Supply List 

❖ Fabric:  

 Front:  18 ½” block (anything works, even 

plain fabric) I suggest quilting your block 

before coming in, but this is optional.  

 Back:  1/2 yard non-directional fabric OR 

2/3 yard directional fabric 

❖ 22” nylon zipper 

❖ New sewing machine needle and a spare in case 

of breakage 

❖ Straight pins 

Don’t forget your… 

 Sewing machine 

 Power cord and foot 

pedal (it happens!) 

 ¼” foot if possible (see 

class list for specific 

requirements if any) 

 Extra needles & bobbins  

 50 wt Cotton thread 

 Straight pins, scissors, 

seam ripper 

 Pen and paper for note 

taking 

* HOMEWORK * 
 

Optional: layer and quilt your pillow top/fabric if you’d like.  It makes for a nice finished 

pillow(check out samples in the shop), but it is not necessary. 

 

** Fat Quarter Friendly!!   

Substitute two 2 ½” x 21” strips of each fat quarter for each WOF strips listed. 

 


